LONG TERM CARE COORDINATING COUNCIL (LTCCC)

San Francisco’s Long Term Care Coordinating Council (LTCCC) advises the Mayor and City on policy, planning, and service delivery issues for older adults and people with disabilities to promote an integrated and accessible long-term care system. Long Term Care System refers to the continuum of home, community-based, and institutional services and supports that help to address the medical and non-medical needs of people with limitations.

DATE: WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH 2022

MINUTES

Members Present: Ramona Davies, Lana Neives, Debby Kaplan, Christine Roppo, Laura Liesem, Jennifer Walsh, Kelly Dearman, Mark Burns, Rachel Main, Eileen Kunz, Elizabeth Hewson, Vince Crisostomo, Vince Crisostomo, Bernadette Navarro-Simeon, Jennie Hua

Members Absent: Irin Blanco, Susie Smith

Guests: Cindy Kauffman, Adithi Velore, Izzy Claytor, Jenna Shankman

Staff: Valerie Coleman

INTRODUCTIONS asked members to break up in groups to discuss such critical topics as: dogs vs. cats; mountains vs. oceans; burritos vs. tacos; or waffles vs. pancakes

DISCUSSION: members and guests had a lively around priority topic area and goal setting. Some of the comments included:

- Mentioned that instead of social isolation, to consider more broadly, social Health which includes connectedness, cognitive impairment, etc, as focusing on social isolation is focusing on lack of;
- Add to criteria: who will the topic area affect;
- A policy recommending body: What are the best practices within these areas and shared as a policy advocate?
  - Example: A big bold policy report card
- No more needs analysis, want to make sure that we’re actually having an impact;
- If we focus on the people first, it can guide our work;
- Pick top 3 areas, build up a background analysis prior to developing policy priorities so that we know everyone is on the same page;
- Consider Maslow’s hierarchy of need comes to mind in prioritizing topic areas;
- Identify policy directions that this group can advocate and work on behalf of;
- Ensure that City departments work collaboratively on aging and disability needs, breaking down silos;
- Breakdown by age groups? (18-40, 41-60, 61+);
- Review existing efforts – is it having the impact that was intended?
- ADRC’s as an example of collaborative efforts;
- Mark will share Scan’s report card as a possible “report card” model;
- Members self-identified which groups they wanted to be a part of – combined some categories and others should be all inclusive (such as ableism, cognitive impairment);
- Include a housing policy statement, bring draft to LTC housing workgroup, final vote in LTCCC;
- How many folks do people want to work on?
- Next meeting: vote on by-laws, discuss previous topic area, vote and approve Vince as OAC representative
  - Thanks to previous OAC reps + create a transition timeline
- Roundtable on topics? See what folks have (experience, perspective, background)

After much discussion, the members decided to vote on the suggested categories (emailed out with agenda and posted online). The following two topic areas had the largest number of votes and will be discussed further at the December meeting:
- Connectedness/Social Isolation/Behavioral health (as it relates to long term care (LTC))
- Continuum of Care/Coordination of Services and Supports

ADJOURN 4:30pm

NEXT MEETING: December 14th, 2022